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Timei 0l hour

s,,nrmetry elements preseot in trans-dichloro ethylene? Show wherever
symmery elemenls wilh help ofdiagrams.

miller indices ofplanes whose intercept on (a),(b) and (o) axes are ,

.%a,ab,% c (ii). 2a, b, c
of the above planes in the cubic unit cell in clearly drawn diagrams.

of(o, 0, 2) and (0, 0, 1) in a simple cubic lattice. Calculate the
these planes using Bragg's equation

photography of an iodc solid lfcl was taken at room
a camera of radius 10.0 cm and an X-ray of l"'0.1504'. After

dryiog the photograph it was found that out of the first seven pairs of
ies of the first fourth and seventh wore very much weaker than the

showed that the sin20 values for the first seven pairs were 0.0560,

0.2052,0.2239,0.2984 and 0.3 544 respectively . Assuming that MCl
systeirl

cell dimension
lattice

trumber oflahice point in Lhe above unjt cell
distance between M- and Cl- ions in dle lattice

Co[t..



2(a) State the phase rule and identify tems in it,

(b) What is the number ofoomponents, phases and degree offreedom in each ofthe
following equilibria.
(i) Solid carbon in equilibrium with gasebus CO, CO2 and O, at 1000C
(iD

CUSOa.5 fl2Q-:,+ CUSOa.sH2O +2 H2O(s) , (s) _

(iii) an azeotrope point in binary component system

,. (c) Define the terms,' (i) Triple point
(ii) Eulectic point

ld) o-naphthol(A) and B-naphrhol(B) folm a oompound AB that melts conguently
133 K. The system exhibits two eutectics one at 25 mole percent B and 123 k and a
seoond at 90 mole peroent B and 104 K. The melting points ofpuro A and B are l3l
and 110 K respectively.

Draw the phase diagram for this system (assume; solid-solid solubility is negligible)

(e) Th€ pressue Vs temperature diagram of a one-component system such as
water is given belowi

Label the diagram
ofthe points A, B,

and calculate the
o, x.
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